Can modal verb 47.1

make sentences using the words given, the modal verb *can*, and adding all the necessary elements

1. He .............. not play volleyball since she broke her arm
   could

2. Kate / swim / but / skate / well.

3. … but she .............. to play in a few weeks time.

4. Your father / take photo?

5. If she had run at his fastest she .............. have come third.

6. You / play / the guitar?

7. When I first went to France I .............. write french but I couldn't read it.

8. They/ go/ theatre/today

9. When the fog lifts, the bus driver .............. to see the road.

10. You/ not clean/ bedroom/ now

Soluzioni:

(1) could  (2) Kate can swim well but she can't skate. (3) will be able  (4) Can your father take photo? (5) could  (6) Can you play the guitar? (7) could  (8) Can they go to the theatre tonight? (9) will be able  (10) You can't clean the bedroom now
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